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ABSTRACT

Marfan's syndrome is an inherited that affects your body connective tissue, which gives strong support and elasticity to tendons 
cartilage heart valves blood vessels and other vital parts of the body in people who have Marfan's syndrome connective tissue 
lacks strength because of its varied chemical makeup symptoms affect bones eyes skin lungs CNS with heart and blood vessels.
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SYMPTOMS

Marfan's syndrome is a variable genetic disorder so signs and 
symptoms can be different from one person to other with 
varying severity and can range from mild to life-threatening. 
Symptoms tend to get worse with advancing age manifestations 
of Marfan’s syndrome are ocular manifestations skeletomuscular 
CVS manifestations ocular manifestations are subluxation of 
lens dislocation of lens soheriphakia ectopia lenses keratoconus 
nystagmus squint glaucoma high myopia retinal detachment 
skeletomuscular manifestations tall thin build person tower skull 
macro glossia high arched palate long tapering fingers aeackdectaky 
soan of arns us greater than arms kyphosis scoliosis pigeon 
shaped chest tendency fir fractures crowded teet flat feet CVS 
manifestations aortic dilatation mitral valve prophase syndrome 
severe mitral regurgitation, cog, heart disease, PDA, atrial septal 
defects.

CAUSES OF MARFANS 

It is a connective tissue disorder inherited from a parent equally 
common in males and females prevalence of 1 in 5000 in the USA 
in all races dx.
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